No need to ground this box. The cigar box is located under a kitchen cooktop. Fendrich was a local cigar company here in Evansville, Ind. I would call this a classic case of Indiana frugality.
Instead of flashing the penetrations, install buckets with pipes under the drips....
Good place to store tools.
When you do not have an outlet box, use a nike box.
Yes- go ahead and connect the dryer vent to the WH flue.
You know you're a redneck HVAC tech when you use a chew can for a junction box.
When the power company told its crew to run electricity to this house, I'm sure they didn't mean to just stick all the wires through a hole in the roof!
If you can’t bend metal conduit, just use a few extra junction boxes!
OK- MIGHT get over the outlet in the shower. But I will not accept the toilet paper holder IN the shower.